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Abstract

XML is the new universal format for structured documents and data on the World Wide Web. As the Web becomes a major means of disseminating and sharing information and as the amount of XML data increases substantially, there are increased needs to manage and design such XML document in a novel yet efficient way. Moreover a demand of XML Schema(W3C XML Schema Spec.) that verifies XML document becomes increasing recently. However, XML Schema has a weak point for design because of its complication despite of various data and abundant expressiveness. Thus, it is difficult to design a complex document reflecting the usability, global and local facility and ability of expansion. This paper shows a simple way of modeling for XML document using a fundamental means for database design, the Entity-Relationship model. The design from the Entity-Relationship model to XML Schema can not be directly on account of discordance between the two models. So we present some algorithms to generate XML Schema from the Entity-Relationship model. The algorithms produce XML Schema codes using a hierarchical view representation. An important objective of this modeling is to preserve XML Schema's object-oriented concepts such as reusability, global and local ability. In addition to, implementation procedure and evaluation of the proposed design method are described.
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1. Introduction

XML is the new universal format for structured documents and data on the World Wide Web. As the Web becomes a major means of disseminating and sharing information and as the amount of XML data increases substantially, there are increased needs to manage and design such XML document in a novel yet efficient way. XML data or documents have to be modeled using a DTD(Document Type Definitions) which describes document structural constraints. But DTD syntax is different from XML document syntax. So DTD is limited to model and describe a document structure since it does not support XML namespace and various data types. Recently a demand of XML Schema(W3C XML Schema Spec.) that verifies XML document becomes increasing. XML Schema supports various data types which can be represented a complex document. The syntax of XML Schema is the same as XML document against DTD has EBNF type syntax of its own.

However, XML Schema has a weak point for design because of its complication despite of various data and abundant expressiveness. Thus, it is difficult to design a complex document reflecting the usability, global and local facility and ability of expansion[1, 2]. This paper shows a simple way of modeling for XML Schema using a fundamental means for database design, the Entity-Relationship model. The conversion from the Entity-Relationship model to XML Schema can not be directly on account of discordance between the two models. So we present some algorithms to generate XML Schema from the Entity-Relationship model. The algorithms produce XML Schema codes using a hierarchical view representation. An important objective of this automatic generation is to preserve XML Schema's characteristics such as reusability, global and local ability.

Fig. 1. XML Document Modeling Process
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Entity-Relationship model is not accord with XML Schema structure, so the transformation XML Schema from Entity-Relationship model can not be processed directly.

Before to generate XML Schema Entity-Relationship model should be translated hierarchical view. The target XML Schema (xsd file) is generated from the hierarchical view using proposed transformation rule and constraints.

2. Related Works

The researches about generating DTD from Entity-Relationship model are accomplished at UCLA (EXPRESS project), University of Applied Sciences (DB2XML project) and Stanford University (Lore Project) [3]. But it is rare to study generating XML Schema from Entity-Relationship model[4].

Elmasri[5] introduced a design methodology for XML Schema that based on well-understood conceptual model. Elmasri proposed entity migration to transform Entity-Relationship model. So some migrated original entities are disappeared. This cause some problem to preserve XML Schema's characteristics such as reusability and ability of expansion.

Kim [6, 9] proposed the necessity of modeling method to preserving object-oriented properties such as reusability, global and local ability.

3. Transform Hierarchical Structure from E-R Model

A. Transformation Overview

Transformation algorithms about hierarchical view from Entity-Relationship model are described. This algorithm has a characteristic to use reusability of duplicated entities.

Transformation Overview is as follows:
- BFS(Breadth First Search) algorithm searches a root entity
- Transform graph-style E-R representation to hierarchical structure
- Arrange E-R representation

B. BFS Scan

It needs to transform graph-style E-R representation to hierarchical structure. To do this BFS(Breadth First Search) algorithm searches a root entity which is designated by operator(Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

C. Hierarchical structure model

After to processing BFS scan, we can get a hierarchical structure model as shown Fig. 4. When wescan from ACCOUNT entity to BANK entity, BANK entity is known as duplicated entity. Then the BANK entity generated BANKGroup entity. All the attributes of BANKsuch as branch, phone, name, code, addr are moved into BANKGroup entity(Fig. 5). BANK entity refers BANKGroup entity as shown in Fig. 4.
4. Generation XML Schema from Hierarchical Structure

A. Assumptions

This chapter describes XML Schema generation from hierarchical structure model. In general, it is impossible to generate several XML Schemas from the same hierarchical structure model. So we assume some restrictions.

- Entity is generated as designated complex type and global style and it is named as 'entity-nameType'.
- Attributes are generated as simple type. If current entity has a child entity, it includes the child entity.
  - If mapping constraints is one-to-one, then the occurrence generated as minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "1". Else if mapping constraints is one-to-N, then the occurrence generated as minOccurs = "1" maxOccurs = "unbounded".
  - If group entity are existed, the group entity should be declared global.

B. XML Schema file and Schema declaration

Following algorithm creates XML Schema file and Schema declaration. All created XML Schema documents have a prefix 'xs:' which differentiate same named entities.

Algorithm createXmlSchemaDoc

XML Schema file creation
write("<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>");
write("<xs:schema
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">"swick);

Fig. 6. Algorithm createXmlSchemaDoc

Following code is generated by above algorithm createXmlSchemaDoc.
5. Implementation and Discussion

The proposed algorithms for transforming hierarchical structure and generating XML Schema are implemented by Java programming language (JDK 1.4.2). We built some Java classes such as GenerateXmlSchema, MakeE, MakeR etc. Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windows 2000 Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming Environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentium 1.5 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shows implementation and test environment. To model XML schema, we have to model E-R diagram of target documents. The class GenerateXmlSchema receives E-R representation as input, and produces XML Schema sources as output. The class MakeE represents entity and its attributes and the class MakeR expresses relationship and its attributes. The above classes are included in the class GenerateXmlSchema. The Fig. 8 shows that the source codes of the class MakeE, MakeR and GenerateXmlSchema are compiled and were generated execution file GenerateXmlSchema.

Our approach comparing to previous study has advantages such as reusability and expansion. Fig. 11 show redundant element creation of the existing XML Schema generation method. The bold characters expresses redundant elements of BANK element.
6. Concluding Remarks

This paper showed a simple way of design for XML document preserving object-oriented concepts. This design from the Entity-Relationship model to XML Schema can not be directly on account of discordance between the two models. So we presented some algorithms to generate XML Schema from the Entity-Relationship model. The algorithms produce XML Schema codes using a hierarchical view representation. An important objective of this design method is to preserve XML Schema’s characteristics such as reusability, global and local ability, ability of expansion and various type changes. We also showed the reusability of the proposed design method compare to existing approach. Finally, implementation and test procedure are described.
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